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PUBLICATIONS


   https://www.compadre.org/per/items/5017.pdf

   https://repository.isls.org/handle/1/563. (2018)


PRESENTATIONS

Peer Reviewed Presentations


Invited Presentations


6. Kustusch, M. B. (2015, April). Fostering student decision-making and community in a large group discussion. Presented as a part of the Purdue University Physics Department Colloquium Series. West Lafayette, IN.


**Contributed Presentations**

1. Olson, Betsy, Thesis defense: Revoicing in Undergraduate Physics Education: a Case Study. (May, 2019)

2. Ouimet, Pierre-Philippe. Using Network Analysis to Study Classroom Communities. University of Regina, Department of Physics Seminar. (January, 2019)


Refereed Posters


Contributed Posters


Cincinnati, OH.


10. Alaee, Dina Zohrabi, Sayre, Eleanor C..What physicists mean by the equals sign in undergraduate education. K-State Graduate Research, Arts, and Discovery (GRAD), Forum, Manhattan, KS. (2017)


15. Alaee, Dina Zohrabi, Mitchem, Savannah L., Sayre, Eleanor C. Student understanding of electric and magnetic fields in materials. Research and the State, Manhattan, KS. (2016)
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